
Lighthouse Regular Tissue Cover: Plastic
Canvas Pattern

Embark on a voyage of crafting serenity with the Lighthouse Regular
Tissue Cover Plastic Canvas Pattern. This captivating pattern transports
you to a picturesque coastal realm, where towering lighthouses guide the
way amidst tranquil seas. With its intricate details and maritime charm, this
pattern invites you to create a unique and functional piece of decor that will
illuminate any room.

Materials You'll Need

To embark on your plastic canvas journey, gather the following materials:

7-count plastic canvas (14-inch x 11-inch)

Acrylic yarn in navy, white, red, brown, rust, and black

Yarn needle

Scissors

Pencil or pattern transfer paper

Clear plastic wrap

Iron and ironing board

Ruler or measuring tape

Pattern Instructions

Step 1: Transfer the Pattern
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Place the plastic canvas on a flat surface.

Transfer the lighthouse pattern onto the canvas using a pencil or
pattern transfer paper.

Step 2: Embroider the Lighthouse

Starting at the bottom of the lighthouse, embroider the navy sections
using a backstitch.

Embroider the white windows and red door using a satin stitch.

Embroider the brown roof using a single crochet stitch.

Add details, such as the black lantern and rusty weather vane, using a
backstitch.

Step 3: Create the Sea

Embroider the water using a variety of blue and green shades in a
satin stitch.

Create waves by varying the direction of your stitches.
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Embroider the horizon using a straight stitch in navy.

Step 4: Embroider the Seagulls

Embroider the seagull bodies using a backstitch in white.

Embroider the wings using a satin stitch in a light blue shade.

Add details, such as the eyes and beaks, using a backstitch in black.

Step 5: Assemble the Tissue Cover

Cut the plastic canvas to size, leaving a 1-inch seam allowance on all
sides.

Place the embroidered panel face down on clear plastic wrap.

Fold over the edges of the plastic canvas and glue them down to the
plastic wrap, creating a border.

Trim any excess plastic wrap.

Iron the tissue cover to seal the edges.

Tips for Success

Use a sharp yarn needle to prevent snagging the plastic canvas.

Keep your stitches even and consistent for a polished look.

Don't over-iron the tissue cover, as it may melt the plastic.

Add a touch of personalization by adding sequins, beads, or other
embellishments.



With the Lighthouse Regular Tissue Cover Plastic Canvas Pattern, you'll
elevate your decor with a touch of nautical charm. Whether you're a
seasoned crafter or a beginner, this pattern provides a detailed guide to
creating a unique and captivating piece that will bring the tranquility of the
seaside into your home.
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Unveiling the Lyrical Mastery of Henri Cole's
"Blizzard Poems"
In the realm of contemporary poetry, Henri Cole's "Blizzard Poems"
stands as a testament to the transformative power of language and
imagery. Through a...
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